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1 Introduction
Recently, the issue of automatically building an orchestrator
able to coordinate the execution of a set of available services
so to realize a desired service has been investigated (cf. e.g.,
[Berardi et al., 2003; Pistore et al., 2005; Sardiña et al., 2008;
Lustig and Vardi, 2009]). One of the most well-known frameworks to tackle this problem is the so called Roman Model
([Hull, 2005; Berardi et al., 2003]), where services are identified with their conversational behavior, represented by finitestate transition systems. Given a set of (possibly nondeterministic) available services and a deterministic target service,
the service composition problem amounts to finding an orchestrator able to coordinate available services so to show
the same behavior as the target service.
It has been shown that the above problem is deeply related to that of finding a simulation relation [Milner, 1971]
between two transition systems[Berardi et al., 2008; Sardiña
et al., 2008]. The obtained results essentially show that all
possible orchestrators, even infinite-state ones, are generated
from a (variant of a) simulation relation between the target
service and the asynchronous product of available services.
Such a result is also the basis for practical procedures to synthesize the orchestrator, based upon the hypothesis of state
space finiteness. Even when a shared structure that available
services interact with has been introduced, a.k.a. environment [De Giacomo and Sardiña, 2007] or data box [Patrizi,
2009], its behavior has been assumed finite-state.
In this paper we remove such assumption and propose a
new framework where services are able to exchange values
with a shared data structure, namely a blackboard (i.e., an associative list) that can assume infinite states. In particular, we
assume that the blackboard has a bounded amount of space
and that it allows a key-based access to its elements. Notably,
the values that populate the blackboard range over an infinite
domain ∆, which is totally ordered and dense. Observe that
due to the infiniteness of ∆, the blackboard may traverse infinite states.
In particular, we assume that the community transition system (obtained as the asynchronous product of the transition
systems of the available services) has already been computed,
and we directly study the core problem of finding a dataaware-simulation relation of a determnistic transition system
(the target) by a nondeterminstic transition system (the comunity of available services). Data-awareness comes from

services’ capability of interacting with the blackboard and exchanging data with it. In addition, transitions may be subject
to particular conditions over blackboard’s current state. Once
the simulation is computed, then, from this, an orchestrator
(generator) can be directly extracted, though we do not deal
with such issue in this paper.
Our solution is inspired by [Berardi et al., 2005; Deutsch
et al., 2007; 2009], where data are taken into account. As
shown is such papers, the main difficulty one gets when
infinite-state structures are introduced comes from the fact
that usual techniques and tools for system verification and
synthesis (e.g., [Burch et al., 1992; Pnueli and Shahar, 1996;
Jobstmann et al., 2007; Piterman et al., 2006]) are no longer
applicable, as based on the key hypothesis of state space
finiteness. We merge ideas from [Sardiña et al., 2008;
Berardi et al., 2005; Deutsch et al., 2007; 2009], and, starting from a problem formulation that involves an infinite-state
blackboard, we show how an equivalent problem instance
which is finite-state can be built, thus making above mentioned techniques still applicable.

2 The Framework
Based on previous achievements [Berardi et al., 2008;
Sardiña et al., 2008], we consider the problem of searching
for a simulation relation between two transition systems as
the core problem of building an orchestrator that is a composition of a given target service.
In our setting, we have a countable infinite, dense and totally ordered universe ∆ (e.g., alphanumeric strings with lexicographic ordering) with underlying order relation ≤. Such
universe constitutes the interpretation domain1 of all relational structures introduced in this work. We assume the existence of a blackboard B that services can interact with and
which, in turn, affects services’ evolution.
Definition 2.1 A blackboard schema is a pair B = hR, bi
where R is a binary relation schema R and b ∈ N is a size
bound. Given B = hR, bi and a (interpretation) domain ∆,
a blackboard state R̄ over ∆ is a finite, functional relation
R̄ ⊆ ∆2 such that |R̄| ≤ b.
A blackboard state R̄ is also referred to as an R interpretation.
The first component of each tuple in R is also called the key
1

As usually referred to in Database Theory.

value (or simply key) of the tuple. For ease of exposition,
we sometimes blur the notion of blackboard B and relation
schema R, by often referring, by slight abuse of notation, to
the former as to the latter and viceversa.
We introduce two additional basic notions.

– with c′ ∈ ∆, if it is a functional term R(c) such that
hc, c′ i ∈ R̄;
– with a default value d ∈ ∆, otherwise;
• if φ = ¬ϕ then hR̄, ≤i |= φ iff hR̄, ≤i 6|= ϕ;

Definition 2.2 (Active domain) Let R be a relation schema
and R̄ a finite extension of R over a generic domain ∆. The
active domain of R̄ is the set adom(R̄) ⊆ ∆ of all and only
∆ elements appearing in some R’s tuple.

• if φ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 then hR̄, ≤i |= φ iff hR̄, ≤i |= ϕ1 and
hR̄, ≤i |= ϕ2 ;

Such notion naturally extends to a set of relations
R1 , . . . , Rn : adom(R1 , . . . , Rn ) = adom(R1 ) ∪ . . . ∪
adom(Rn ).

As for parametric conditions φ(p), if c ∈ ∆ is the value assigned to p, then φ(c) is a non-parametric condition –whose
semantics is defined above– obtained from φ(p), by replacing
each occurrence of p with c.

Definition 2.3 (Relation restriction) Let R̄ be generic relation extension of arity a. Given a generic set S of elements, the restriction of R to S, denoted R̄|S , is the set
R̄|S = {hr1 , . . . , ra i ∈ R̄ | ri ∈ S ∀i = 1, . . . , a}.
In the following, we will need to represent properties of
blackboard states. To this end, we define a language of conditions.
Definition 2.4 (Conditions) Given a totally ordered dense
domain ∆, with order relation ≤, and a binary relation
schema R, a parametric condition over R and ∆ is an expression of the following form:
• the constant ⊤ or ⊥ (constant term);
• R(χ) (functional term), where χ is either the parameter
(symbol) p ∈
/ ∆ or a constant from ∆;
• α ≤ β (ordering term), where α and β can be either a
functional term or the parameter p, or a constant from
∆;
• a boolean combination of above terms, taken as atoms.
Parametric conditions are referred to as φ(p), p standing
for the only parameter they can possibly contain. A nonparametric condition is a condition containing no occurrences of paramters and is referred to simply as φ. A guard is
a non-parametric condition.
Conditions are evaluated against (i) total dense order relation
≤ over ∆ and (ii) R interpretations over ∆.
Parametric conditions φ(p) are, in fact, formulae and, as
such, need their parameter to be instanced, in order to be evaluated.

• if φ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 then hR̄, ≤i |= φ iff hR̄, ≤i |= ϕ1 or
hR̄, ≤i |= ϕ2 .

Default value d in above definition is irrelevant and can be arbitrarily chosen. Observe that conditions (containing terms)
of the form α ≤ β where at least one between α and β is a
functional term of the form R(c) (c ∈ ∆) have a special semantics: if c does not appear as a key in any R̄’s tuple, then
R(c) is not defined and hence cannot be compared with any
value. In order to be able to evaluate the condition also in this
case, R(c) is replaced by a default value d. Clearly, this situation is undesirable. To avoid this, one can first validate the
condition by testing whether R(c) holds, i.e., whether comparison α ≤ β is meaningful. For instance, let α = R(c) and
β = c′ (c, c′ ∈ ∆) and consider condition: R(c) ∧ R(c) ≤ c′ .
Clearly, it evaluates to ⊤ iff c is a key of some R̄’s tuple and
R(c) ≤ c′ wrt ≤ over ∆, which is a clear semantics.
Next, we introduce operations that can be executed on B.
Definition 2.6 (Atomic operations) Given B and ∆ as
above, an atomic operation (over R and ∆) is any of the
following expressions: (i) ¬R(χ) (deletion), (ii) R(χ) = υ
(insertion/modification) (iii) nop (empty operation), where χ
and υ can be either the parameter q or a constant from ∆.
Definition 2.7 (Operations) Let B and ∆ be as above. An
operation o ∈ O (over R and ∆) is a set of pairs o =
{hφ1 (p), ν1 (p)i, . . . , hφm (p), νm (p)i}, where each φi (p) is
a (parametric) condition over ∆ and R, and νi (p) is a finite
sequence of atomic operations (over R and ∆).
We assume a finite set of operations O = {o1 , . . . , on } that
can be executed on B. Semantics of general operations, under
parameter instantiation, is defined based on atomic’s one.

• if φ = ⊤ then hR̄, ≤i |= φ;

Definition 2.8 (Semantics of atomic operations) Let
B
and ∆ be as above and consider a B state R̄ over ∆. Given
an atomic operation (with actual parameter) op(p) ≡ ¬R(p)
or op(p) ≡ R(p) = v or op(p) = nop, where p, v ∈ ∆, a
B state R̄′ is an R̄ atomic successor under op(p), denoted

• if φ = ⊥ then hR̄, ≤i 6|= φ;

R̄ ⇁ R̄′ , iff:

Definition 2.5 (Semantics of conditions) Given a total
dense order relation ≤ over ∆ and an R interpretation R̄
over ∆, the semantics of a non-parametric condition φ over
∆ (, ≤) and R is as follows:

op(p)

• if φ = R(c), with c ∈ ∆, then hR̄, ≤i |= φ iff ∃c′ ∈ ∆ |
hc, c′ i ∈ R̄;

• if op(p) ≡ ¬R(p), then hr, r′ i ∈ R̄′ iff hr, r′ i ∈ R̄ and
r 6= p;

• if φ = α ≤ β then hR̄, ≤i |= φ iff hR̄, ≤i |= φ′ , where
φ′ = α′ ≤ β ′ is the condition obtained from φ by replacing each term (i.e., α and β):

• if op(p) ≡ R(p) = v, then hr, r′ i ∈ R̄′ iff (i) hr, r′ i ∈ R̄
and r 6= p or (ii) hr, r′ i = hp, vi ;

– with itself, if it is a constant from ∆;

• if op(p) ≡ nop, then R̄′ = R̄;

Semantics of operations op(p), where p ∈
/ ∆, is defined as
above, given a constant p ∈ ∆ intended to replace all occurrences of p, thus obtaining op(p) with no parameters.

1. R̄ is a B state (i.e., such that |adom(R̄)| ≤ b);

Definition 2.9 (Semantics of operations) Let R and ∆ be
as above and consider an R interpretation R̄ over ∆. Given
an operation o = {hφ1 (p), ν1 (p)i, . . . , hφm (p), νm (p)i} and
a value p ∈ ∆, an R interpretation R̄′ is an R̄ successor

3. for each transition st −→ s′t in St s.t. hR̄, ≤i |= gt and
for each actual parameter p ∈ ∆ such that for some R̄′ ,

o,p

′

under ho, pi, denoted R̄ −→ R̄ , iff:
• there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that hR̄, ≤i |= φi (p);
• for i as above and νi (p) = op1 (p) · · · opli (p) (li > 0),
there exist R̄1 , . . . , R̄li such that (i) R̄

op1 (p)

⇁

R̄1 , (ii)

opj (p)

R̄j ⇁ R̄j+1 for j = 1, . . . , li and (iii) R̄j+1 = R̄′ .
We can now define services. Intuitively, they represent high-level behaviors that interact with a blackboard B,
through operations in O.
Definition 2.10 (Services) Given ∆ and B as above, a
nondeterministic, guarded, blackboard-aware service, or
simply BA-service, over B and ∆, is a tuple S =
hO, S, s0 , G, ̺, S f i, where:
• O ⊆ O is a finite set of service’s operation specifications;
• S is the finite set of service’s states;
• s0 ∈ S is the (single) service’s initial state;
• G is the finite set of service’s guards over R and ∆;
• ̺ ⊆ S × G × O × S is the service’s transition relation.
We freely interchange expressions hs, g, o, s′ i ∈ ̺ and
g,o
“s −→ s′ (is) in S”;
• S f ⊆ S is the finite set of service’s final states;
Moreover, for convenience, for each service, we define the finite set C of all constants appearing either in (i) a condition
or effect of some operation specification with formal parameters o ∈ O, or (ii) in some guard.
Service transitions depend on the chosen operation and not
on the actual parameter which is provided only at runtime.
We are interested in checking whether, and how, given two
services over a same blackboard B, one can simulate, i.e.,
show the same behavior as, the other one. Informally, the
problem amounts to check whether a service is at least as capable as the other one (that is the simulated one). In the following Section, we clarify such notion, by providing a formal
statement of the problem.

2. if st ∈ Stf then s ∈ S f ;
gt ,o

o,p

R −→ R̄′ :
g,o

(a) there exists a transition s −→ s′ in S such that
hR̄, ≤i |= g;
g,o

(b) for all transitions (i) s −→ s′ in S as above and
o,p
(ii) all R̄ −→ R̄′′ , hs′t , s′ , R̄′′ i ∈ Σ holds.
Analogously to a (ND-)simulation relation (cf. [Berardi et al.,
2008; Sardiña et al., 2008]), a BA-simulation relation is intended to capture the ability of SC to mimicking St behavior
on B.
We are now ready to formally state our problem:
Definition 3.2 (Core DA-service composition problem)
Consider a blackboard schema B whose states are defined
over an infinite, countable, totally ordered and dense domain ∆. In addition, let (i) St be a deterministic (target)
DA-service over B and ∆ and (ii) SC be another, possibly
nondeterministic, DA-service over B and ∆. The core
DA-service composition problem is the problem of finding a
BA-simulation relation of St by SC on B and ∆.
Clearly, BA-simulation relations are, in general, infinite,
due to infiniteness of ∆, that input parameters range over,
which yields an infinite set of B states. Hence, procedures
based on iterative fixpoint computations, such as the one defined in, e.g., [Sardiña et al., 2008], are no longer useful, since
there is no finite bound on the number of iterations. However, through an abstraction procedure, one can focus only on
a finite set of actual values plus some symbolic values, so to
reduce the problem to, essentially, searching for a simulation
relation in a setting where states and data are finite.

4 Symbolic Simulation
We define a symbolic simulation, i.e., a simulation relation
with additional information about value ordering. Such structure is, indeed, a finite representation of an infinite simulation
relation. As a consequence, one can compute the simulation
on this, rather than on an infinite structure (of course, this is
not required if ∆ is finite).

We start by introducing our notion of simulation relation between two services defined over the same blackboard.

Definition 4.1 Consider two services S, St defined over a
same blackboard B = hR, bi. Let C = Ct ∪ CC =
{c1 , . . . , cm } be the (finite) set of constants contained in either operations or guards appearing, in turn, in either St
ˆ = {a0 , . . . , a2b } ∪ C, where {a0 , . . . , a2b } ∩
or SC . Let ∆
∆ = ∅. A symbolic BA-simulation relation is a relation
ˆ2 ×∆
ˆ 2 such that hst , s, R̂, ≤i
ˆ ∈ Σ̂ implies:
Σ̂ ⊆ St × S × ∆

Definition 3.1 Consider a possibly nondeterministic service
SC and a deterministic one St , both defined over the same
blackboard B. A blackboard-aware simulation relation, BAsimulation for short, of St by SC over B and ∆ is a relation
Σ ⊆ St × S × ∆2 such that hst , s, R̄i ∈ Σ implies:

ˆ such that |adom(R̂)| ≤
1. R̂ is an R interpretation over ∆
b;
ˆ is a total order relation over adom(R̂) ∪ C, such that
2. ≤
ˆ C =≤|C ;
≤|

3 Simulation

ˆ p obtained by extending ≤
ˆ
3. for each total order relation ≤
ˆ (possibly contained in adom(R̂)∪C)
with a value p ∈ ∆
gt ,o ′
ˆ p|
ˆ for each transition st −→
st
such that ≤
ˆ = ≤,
adom(≤)
o,p

ˆ |= gt and (for some R̂′ ) R̂ −→ R̂′ ,
in St with hR̂, ≤i
ˆ p , the
where operation conditions are evaluated over ≤
following holds:
g,o

(a) there exists a transition s −→ s′ in S such that
ˆ |= g;
hR̂, ≤i
g,o

(b) for all transitions (i) s −→ s′ in S, as above, and
o,p
ˆ ′i ∈
(ii) all R̂ −→ R̂′′ , as above, hs′t , s′ , R̂′′ , ≤
ˆ F =≤
ˆ ′ |F , for F = adom(≤)
ˆ ∩
Σ̂, where ≤|
′
ˆ
adom(≤ ).
A symbolic BA-simulation relation is intended to capture
only the information actually relevant in a BA-simulation relation: (i) the state that each service is in, (ii) the whole set
of constants appearing in either St or SC specifications and
(iii) instead of the actual values contained in R̄, their mutual order and their relationships with constants from St and
SC . Indeed, it can be shown that, as long as constant values
from St and SC specification are kept unchanged, renaming
values in adom(R̄) while preserving the mutual order does
not affect condition evaluations and, consequently, the possibility of executing operations and their effects on the blackboard. Since the blackboard contains at most 2b elements,
some of which may come from C, with our abstraction approach one can provide an abstract description of each original BA-simulation tuple, using at most 2b + 1 symbolic values, the additional one being intended to represent the actual
input parameter.
The following theorem shows that one can exploit a symbolic BA-simulation relation in order to solve the BA-service
composition core problem.
Theorem 4.1 Given a blackboard B and an interpretation
domain ∆ as above, plus a target service St and an additional
service SC over B, consider a (possibly infinite) simulation
relation Σ of St by SC over B. There exists a corresponding
ˆ =
symbolic simulation relation Σ̂ of St by SC over B, with ∆
{a0 , . . . , a2b } ∪ C, where C = {c1 , . . . , cm } is the set of all
constants in ∆ occurring in St or SC specifications.
Proof: (Hint) The proof is based on building, for each tuple
ˆ
t = hst , s, R̄i ∈ Σ, a mapping h : adom(R̄) ∪ C −→ ∆,
which is the identity on C, such that (i) R̄ isomorphically
maps into a relation R̂ and (ii) ≤|adom(R̄)∪C isomorphiˆ Observe that this is made possible by
cally maps into ≤.
R̄ boundedness. Starting from this, one shows that the so
ˆ is isomorphic to
obtained symbolic tuple t̂ = hst , s, R̂, ≤i
t = hst , s, R̄i, in the sense that (i) an operation, possibly with
actual parameter p, is executable on st , s and R̄ iff it is executable on st , s and R̂ when all conditions are evaluated over
ˆ p and (ii) that the obtained successor tuples t′ = hs′t , s′ , R̄′ i
≤
ˆ ′ i are pairwise isomorphic in the same
and t̂ = hs′t , s′ , R̂′ , ≤
sense. In other words, one can partition the infinite set of Σ

elements into a finite set of equivalence classes, represented
by Σ̂ elements.
2
Importantly, the viceversa also holds:
Theorem 4.2 Given a blackboard B and an interpretation
domain ∆ as above, plus a target service St and an additional service SC over B, consider a symbolic BA-simulation
relation Σ̂ of St by S on B. There exists a corresponding
BA-simulation relation Σ of St by SC over B.
Proof: (Hint) The proof is based on two steps. First, from
each Σ̂ tuple, a set of isomorphic tuples is built through a
mapping which is the identity on C and assigns each value in
adom(R̂) a value in ∆. Observe that this is made possible by
≤ density. Next, one shows, with an inductive argument, that
the whole set of so obtained tuples is, in fact, a BA-simulation
relation.
2
Above results show that, in order to solve the core problem, one can search for a symbolic BA-simulation instead of
a non-symbolic one. Observe that the former is a finite structure which, apart from minor details, is, essentially, a BAsimulation relation itself (over finite interpretation universe
ˆ in the sense of [Sardiña et al., 2008]. Hence, by rely∆),
ing on iterative procedures for fixpoint computation, one can
build a BA-simulation relation by actually building a symbolic BA-simulation.

5 Discussion
[Berardi et al., 2008] shows how from a simulation relation
an orchestrator generator can be built. It is, essentially, an
enriched Mealy machine which, given (i) a state s of the service community, (ii) a state st of the target service simulated
by s, and (iii) an operation o supposed to be executed by St ,
outputs the whole set of available services that, in s, are actually able to execute o (there exists at least one) so that the
simulation relation is preserved also in all possible successor
states. Such a machine plays a central role as, from this, one
can easily generate all orchestrators which solve the composition problem, by just picking up, at each step, one of the
available services returned by the orchestrator generator.
When dealing with finite-state services, given the simulation relation, computing the orchestrator generator is a
straightforward task: it simply amounts to enumerate all
simulation states and, for each of them, compute all good
services, i.e., all possible witnesses proving that s simulates st (which requires checking for local conditions only).
However, in a setting where the whole community shows
an infinite-state behavior, a different approach needs to be
adopted, since state enumeration is clearly unfeasible.
As we briefly discussed in proof sketches of Theorems 4.1
and 4.2, there exists a correspondence between actual and
symbolic BA-simulations, identified by a set of isomorphisms
between actual and symbolic relations’ elements. Based on
this, rather than computing the actual orchestrator generator
starting from the actual BA-simulation relation, we build a
symbolic BA-orchestrator generator starting from a symbolic
BA-simulation relation. Then, at execution time, given current community, target and blackboard states, plus the operation with actual parameter to be executed, in order to select

a service for operation execution, one transforms, through a
proper isomorphism, current states into symbolic ones and,
then, selects a good service from those returned by the symbolic orchestrator. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 guarantee that such
a choice is sound, in the sense that the service chosen in the
symbolic context will be able to execute the requested operation in the concrete context, too. Also, we get that an orchestrator exists if and only if it can be generated in this way,
which shows that the procedure is also complete.
Observe that reducing the service composition problem
in the presence of an infinite-state blackboard to the finite
case makes all previous results about composition by simulation applicable to this case, and, in addition allows a set of
automated tools for system verification and synthesis (e.g.,
TLV [Pnueli and Shahar, 1996] or A NZU [Jobstmann et al.,
2007]) to be exploited for actual solution computation.
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